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Prefix (Abstract) 

 

       The existent of pharmaceutical drugs in our aquatic media is a preeminent 

burden for the environment effect including health fitness issues. The presence of 

tiny amount of organic and inorganic pharmaceutical drugs including hormones, 

birth control pills, NSAID, antibodies can causes a huge destruction for our living 

entity now a days. According to the report of WHO (World Health Organization), it 

is a matter of concern about the alarming existence of pharmaceutical drugs in our 

daily water supply systems because of these small portion of Pharmaceutical 

activated compound can cause enormous health effect for both animals and human 

being. The photocatalytic degradation of Ibuprofen and cetirizine has been chosen 

according to their large scale presence with waste water and also creating a 

benchmark with our conventional and nonconventional treatment processes of our 

waste water treatment plants to obtain pristine water. Even though our meticulous 

environmental regulation policy, Ibuprofen and Cetirizine both are vastly used by 

large portion of community in our society and they are major pharmaceutical 

contaminant of WWTP (waste water treatment plant) for their enormous uses by 

human being.  TiO2, ZnO and several clay nanopowder with photocatalytic 

compounds are familiar as photocatalyst and their uses under UV light generator 

can able to degrade both pharmaceutical drugs. Three different types of TiO2 

components (Anatase, Rutile and mixture of Anatease and Rutile) were used to 

determine the best efficient material among photocatalyst chemical nanopowder. 

ZnO and montmorillonite clay particles were tested for further verification of 

photocatalytic characteristics. The entire experiment was accomplished by batch 

reaction under several operating parameters consideration such as changing pH 

values, time and concentration. All parameters have very important influence on 

ibuprofen and cetirizine degradation was verified.  Recently many efforts have been 

made to increase the efficiency of photocatalytic materials. By addition of MWCNT 

(Multi Walled Carbon Nano Tube) with photocatalyst nano powder can increase the 
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photocatalytic efficiency by increasing recombination time was demonstrated here 

after examination. The entire goal of this thesis was to develop a suitable, 

sustainable and efficient hybrid nanofiber composite also successfully investigated. 

Using photocatalytic nanopowders to degrade the PhACs (Pharmaceutical Active 

Compounds) in WWTP are not very easy to separate after execution. Therefore, the 

idea of hybrid nanofibers was fabricated here to get remedy from separation 

problem. Hybrid nanofibers assembled by PAN (Polyacrylonitrile)/TiO2 where TiO2 

were immobilized over electrospun PAN nanofibers. The nanofiber has been 

fabricated appropriately with electrospinning process by using N, N-dimethyl 

formamide (DMF), PAN and tetrabutyl titanate [Ti(OBu)4] sol-gel composites. TiO2 

immobilized on PAN nanofiber after implementing hydrothermal process. The 

fabricated hybrid nanofibers were scrutinized with different characterization tools 

such as X-ray diffraction, field emission scanning electron microscopy, thermo 

gravimetric analysis and energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectroscopy. The outcome 

of fiber analysis represents the flexibility and large surface area of the hybrid 

nanofibers. The as-fabricated nanofibers were tested with ibuprofen solution under 

UV light irradiation. Impressive performances by fabricated nanofibers were 

examined for ibuprofen degradation after several minutes’ photocatalytic reaction.      
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Chapter One 

 

Introduction 
 

       Water is such an important rudimentary part for our life that we could not even think the 

sustainability of our life can survive without pristine water. Even though most parts of our earth 

largely composed with water but only approximately 2.5% was identified as fresh water among the 

total amount of water. More even, among the above mentioned small portion of Fresh water, only 

0.77% of water is easily accessible [1]. The rest portion of the fresh water sources are fastened in 

ice caps and iceberg. For those reason, a substantial concern for vast majority of world population 

are deprived from pure drinking water and more than 80 countries in the world are directly suffers 

for shortage of pure water supply. The deficiencies of pure drinking water create a drastic change 

for our world economy, peacefulness and even worse confliction over oil in future. At present , 

more than one billion people of our total population are divest from sufficient supply of pure 

drinking water but it will increase till 2.7 billion between 2025, according to United Nations 

(UN)[2]. Moreover, the growth of world population are increasing day by day and the side effects 

of population growth are huge, more carbon produced and causes for global warming which are the 

preeminent argument on extreme changes for water resources that turning into contaminated 

water[3; 4; 5].  By considering these major concerns, the world leaders and scientist should focus on 

our science and technology to retrieve water from waste water efficiently. But it should go through 

under monitoring include with maintenance and proper management system for this huge amount of 

polluted surface water. Our ground water also should take under consideration where the necessity 

of arsenic treatment is indispensable and for industrial waste[6] which could directly mixed up with 

mainstream water without proper controlling and also other water resources should take account 

under consideration for having delivery of sufficient clean water. 

        Wastewaters are mostly originated from households products, industrial havoc (metal plating), 

and medical waste water (e.g. from hospitals and pharmaceuticals waste), municipals, commercial 

development products which are easily contaminate water for lack of monitoring and so on. Our 

drinking water resources are also very limited and based on usually from Lakes, wells, rivers, and 

some other natural resources. Water can adulterate in many ways with many authentic reasons. 

According to public health report and scientific research, water could contaminated by not only 
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molecular biological substances like parasites, pathogenic virus and bacteria but also different types 

of organic and inorganic chemicals contamination like pharmaceutical drugs, industrial waste, 

plastic waste, solid waste, eutrophication, rare earth elements, heavy metals etc. According to three 

different sections of world economic parameters like developed countries, developing countries and 

under developing countries all are facing some major and common water pollution occurred by 

sewage and fertilizer. Research investigates that, the lake and rivers water in Europe also becoming 

worsened day by day. The river named „Sarno‟ in Italy is the most polluted river in the Europe for 

chemical materials contamination. Moreover, the Rhine in Europe, the king river in Australia, more 

than 40% rivers in United States of America, the most famous Mississippi river  [7] all are get 

polluted more than 40% for different reasons like untreated sewage system, chemical treatments, 

mining operations, agricultural waste , storm water , industrial waste, pharmaceutical drugs 

products and so on. Therefore, water reclamation and sustainability is very important issue to 

generate the pure drinking water all over the world.  

        It is very important to have monitoring with cleaning ways, techniques and procedure which 

are followed by scientists, researchers, and Government policy maker at present. Different sectors 

which are involving with water treatment process such as waste management sectors, power 

generation sectors, architecture and design of cities, industrial areas, and their waste management 

system, power generation and some other sectors related with waste water treatment plants 

(WWTP) should be well organized. And also the world leaders should take proper steps by 

collaborating each other for interchanging views and ideas, are most important steps to acquire a 

better solution because of the water cycle system are interconnected to each and every countries by 

the branch of rivers, seas, lakes, clouds and by the other natural resources. The application of green 

chemical solution should involve for solving the problem of water pollution. Usage of chemical 

equipment and products should be under control before it contaminated with WWTP. Acquisition of 

convenient way for using the chemical products is necessary which should be environment friendly 

and reproducible after recycling process. Metallurgical slag For arsenic adsorption, electrochemical 

remediation process, Copper slag, photocatalysis process, Hydroxyl radical probes for water quality 

assessments, Ozone treatment, Nano technological system for removal of different contaminants, 

Hydrophobic membranes for sludge drying, human waste management, water recycling process and 

so on, all the above mentioned techniques and management process should revamp and modify for 

having contribution and achievement of pure drinking water system to our next generation. 
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Figure 1:  The visual presentation of different sources responsible for ground water 

contamination[8] 

Water Pollution and its employed removal techniques  

 

    All kinds of pollution for sustainable life cannot be oversight. Therefore, the importance of 

pure drinking water and identification of feasible water resources for daily life cannot be 

embellished. Most of our authentic water resources are used for our daily household purposes 

from dawn to dusk and also other institution such as in hospitals, in our educational 

institutions and working places and offices etc. And the rest semi pure water resources are 

used for cultivation of crops in farms, industrial sites for production, rearing of animals, and 

so on. Water is contemplated as violate when it is contaminated by harmful substances, 

organic or nonorganic chemical attachment, and microbial biological elements to such a 

degree of amount that the level of contaminated texture of water cannot be used for further 

production and specific purposes. Water pollution is counted as the central importance among 

the three sorts of pollution (land pollution, air pollution and water pollution) for its direct 

involvement of each and every part of life and also it has interrelation of other environmental 

violation system. Here is the attachment of one example list for different types of water 

pollution occurred in Nigeria for various activities. This example of list could help most of the 
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countries to identify the reasons for water pollution; especially it is strongly enlightening the 

situation of under developing countries, developing countries and also included for some 

developed countries in many ways. The enrolled lists of different sources for water pollution 

are formulated below. [9]:     

i. Sewage leakages. 

ii. High population consistency. 

iii. Deforestation or permanent destruction of forest. 

iv. Hazard of Nipa palm and water hyacinth. 

v. Industrial wastes and materials discard into main current of water. 

vi. Mining for construction purposes. 

vii. Heavy metal. 

viii. Building latrines and visionaries over active and fluent water system or even in the sea 

stream as it the practice in some marshy areas. 

ix. Toxic wastes conveyance at sea. 

x. Flood water in the interim during the rainy season which convoy waste deposits into 

mainstream of water. 

xi. Combustion process.  

xii. Radioisotopes. 

xiii. Mineral refining plants or industry (e.g. crude oil, coal production). 

xiv. Households products and chemicals. 

xv. Oil spillage.  

xvi. Pollution of ground water through drilling activities 

xvii. Herbicides and fertilizers  

xviii. Pesticides 

xix. Littering 

xx. Failing septic system 

xxi. Eroded sediments 

xxii. Animal wastes.     

After the evolution and phases commencement after continuation of life, water plays an important 

role as most fundamental components.  Not only the above aggregated apprehension for pollution, 

urban runoff is acquainted as another types of reason for water pollution in appearance of street 
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exterior contaminants and vehicles. It was reported as urban storm water runoff contains a massive 

amount of materials and impurities which has significant effect for violating water.[10] The above 

enlighten reasons and the picture diagram of figure 2 will provide the overall idea of water pollution 

system. 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Schematic picture diagrams of different reasons for water violation by 

contamination of different sources and their treatment process. 

 According to the investigation and summarization of water substances, water is also contaminated 

sensitively with heavy metals, REE (Rare Earth Elements), metals, alloys, electronic substances and 

different types of Organic and inorganic chemicals which modify toxicity pursuing from Industrial , 

farm or landfill area. Now pharmaceutical drugs are enumerate as additional acumen for water 

pollution. Pharmaceutical drug producing companies, hospitals, human excretion and uncontrolled 

house hold wastes are the prevailing reasons for contamination of pharmaceutical products and 

wastage into water system. Illegal discharge of effluents from STP (Sewage treatment plants), 
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drains and unplanned water circulation system are additional point sources for water pollution 

too.[11]  

    There are different types of selective methods are endorsed based on water treatment plants and 

technological improvement. Several factors are affianced with treatment process such as 

expenditure, efficiency, health and environments entanglement policy, industrial waste 

management, natural disaster effect and so on. To establish an efficient WWTP , some valuable and 

effective strategy should have to be considered, like developing infrastructure of treatment plants, 

advanced methods should utilize with improved technology after proper guidance and investigation, 

reliability and performances, wastewater refinement facilities, avoiding storm water collision, 

sanitary prosecution, odor control, ascendancy Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC) diffusion etc. 

[12]  

    There are two modernistic prototype tools are using for water resources management systems 

adopting for sizing sewage plants. One can have idea by learning (LP) Linear programming Model 

and Bernoulli‟s equation which are using as expressing tools to calculate the sizing of sewage 

system into analytic form.[13]            

Pharmaceutical drugs in waste water  

     Most of the Countries including developed and under developed countries have lack of facilities 

for monitoring and routine check work or test for pharmaceutical drugs in water. The inadequate 

advance technology for monitoring task and very expensive material cost and laboratory facilities 

are the main hedge in this field to detect the enormous range of pharmaceutical drugs and their 

metabolites. For those suspected reasons, pharmaceutical drugs and their metabolites in WWTP or 

other water cycles, are consider as target projects for coherent research, investigation, surveys and 

solution processes which are counted as one of the hot topics in the relevant field of science because 

of arising questions about assurance of green environment by using green chemistry.  

    According to Gretchen M. Bruce et al., human health got affected with any low-dose hazard by 

pharmaceutical drugs. Now the concentration level of pharmaceutical drugs in aqueous medicated 

increase for abandoned consumption with uncontrolled monitoring. Among the huge quantity of 

pharmaceutical products and their metabolites, 15 different types of pharmaceutical effective 

products and 4 different types of metabolites are detected as health-risk based elements across 

USA[14]. And the estimated range of concentration was calculated from 0.49 µg/L (risperidone) to 

20,000 µg/L for naproxine in water system. [14] And also the usage of birth controlling pills and 
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their metabolites is a matter of great concern which is contaminated with water stream and creates a 

great impact for watery substances including with living organelles, fishes and animals which are 

involved with water ecosystem. The inefficient removal of those Pharmaceutical pills needed which 

can create abandon effect on human body where man and woman both have a chance of infertility 

behavior and the physical affect can generate to generation after generation. Among the prescribed 

7000 pharmaceutical drugs , we only consider the most common PhAC (Pharmaceutically Active 

Compounds) such as antibiotics, NSAIDs, steroids and hormones  due to their abandon usage and 

frequent availability in aqueous surface.[15] Therefore, the roadmaps of pharmaceutical drugs 

transportation from production to portable water should be trace down according to figure 3, 

 
Figure 3: drug productions to portable water transportation roadmap. [16] 

    The subsistence of Pharmaceutical drugs is piling up as a huge burden as it has negative impact 

for society and health issue. They have been ascertained in an ample assortment with water samples 

(surface water, ground water, and other resources of water, consumed water, effluent or influent 

water in WWTP) in very low sale of concentration range. The presences of Pharmaceutical 

substances concentration are ranging in PPM (parts per million) scale to microgram per liter 

scale.[17]   

    According to this thesis work, two types of pharmaceutical drugs (Ibuprofen and Cetirizine) are 

chosen which has complex chemical structure but very prominent and enormously used by 
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consumer as popular drugs. Ibuprofen is also known as NSAID (Non Steroid Anti-Inflammatory 

Drugs). Ibuprofen is extensively used as one of the famous brand of pharmaceutical drugs among 

the other 11 TPs (Transformation Products) analgesic drugs in the world.  There are three separate 

TPs of IBU were available ; a) 1-Hydroxy-Ibuprofen (1′-OH-IBU), b) 2-Hydroxy-Ibuprofen (2′-

OH-IBU), c) Carboxy-Ibuprofen (CX-IBU) [18]. After execution as drugs by consumer, 10 to 15% 

of IBU remain unchanged as the parent secreted compound. Among the total excreted parent 

compound 26%  secreted as OH-IBU and 43% as CX-IBU and rest of residual products are excreted 

as minor amounts of other compounds including conjugates[19]. It is reported that; 1′-OH-IBU, 2′-

OH-IBU and CX-IBU were investigate as influent and effluent as in WWTP. The concentration is  

mentioned  consequently as 6840 ng/L, 1130 ng/L and 38.4 µg/L[18] variable in WWTP. 

Table 1 : shows the summary of Ibuprofen and Cetirizine comparison by characteristics 

Chemical name Ibuprofen Cetirizine 

Chemical Structure  

 
 

Ibuprofen 

 
Cetirizine 
 

Systematic (IUPAC) 

name 

(RS)-2-(4-(2-

methylpropyl)phenyl) 

propanoic acid 

(±)-[2-[4-[(4-

chlorophenyl)phenylmethyl]-1- 

piperazinyl]ethoxy]acetic acid 

Formula C13H18O2 C21H25ClN2O3 

 

 

Half time 2-3 hours [20] 8-11 hours[21] 

Molecular Mass 206.30 g/mol[22] 388.89 g/mol[23] 

Types 
 
 
 

NSAID (nonsteroidal anti-

inflammatory ) analgesic (pain-

relieving) and antipyretic (fever-

reducing) [24] 

Hay fever, allergies, angioedema, 

and urticarial [25] 

 

    The pharmaceutical drug Cetirizine (CZT) is familiar as antihistamine. It is mostly used for hay 

fever and allergies. The usage of CZT get increased mostly during the summer time compare to 

winter time[26].  Two different enantiomer of CZT is reported as based on according to the activity 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carbon
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrogen
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oxygen
http://www.chemistryexplained.com/knowledge/Non_steroidal_anti_inflammatory_drug.html
http://www.chemistryexplained.com/knowledge/Non_steroidal_anti_inflammatory_drug.html
http://www.chemistryexplained.com/knowledge/Antipyretic.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hay_fever
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Allergies
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Angioedema
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Urticaria
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of pharmacologically[27]. After administration of Cetirizine, the parent compound excretion is 

more than 50 % which is reported on table 2, 

Table 2: Excretion rate is calculated for some prominent and most useful pharmaceutical 

drugs including Ibuprofen and Cetirizine as an active parent compound[28].  

Compound Pharmaceutical 

Product Group 

Parent 

Compound 

Excreted (%) 

Reference 

Amoxycillin Antibiotic 60  

Atenolol Beta-blocker 90  

Beta-blocker Lipid regulator 50 Bound & Voulvoulis, 

2005[29]. 

Carbamazepine Antiepileptic 3  

Ibuprofen Analgesic 10  

Cetirizine Antihistamine 50  

 

Conventional treatment techniques  
 

      The Studies for Drinking Water Treatment Plant (DWTP) and its treatment process are 

consisting of both Conventional treatment process and advanced treatment process. Conventional 

treatment process can not able to abolish the small-scale level of concentrated pharmaceutical drugs 

or microorganism, because of their existence with water in microgram to nanogram scale per liter 

which is very lower-scale concentration level. The prevalent treatment for DWTP is consisting of 

dioxychlorination, agglomeration/flocculation and sand or clay filtration. This is the basic part for 

refining water and then the treated water inspected into two treatment line; one of them is 

Ozonation and by activated carbon treatment of filtration process which is one of the successful 

conventional process, reverse osmosis, nanofiltration, ultrafiltration by using nano materials which 

is stand for advanced treatment process[30]. The advanced technology is still criticizing for further 

improvement. Scientists are trying to establish biological products to treat WWTP and to ensure the 

removal of pharmaceutical drugs in efficient and environmental friendly ways. By using Typha 

Angustifolia (Scientific name of one types of perennial herbaceous plant ) in tropical region which 

CW( Constructed Wetlands) system also can adaptable as conventional technique and removal for 

most common pharmaceutical drugs from artificial wastewater effluents[31]. One of the most 

common conventional pre-technical process using in WWTP for pharmaceuticals and personal care 

products (PPCPs), is solid-phase extraction (SPE) process[32]. The all above mentioned techniques 

were approved to get remedy from most common pharmaceutical drugs. Some of them are 

successful and efficient enough but very costly for further implementation. Some of the techniques 
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create a lot of residues which generates a huge burden to get straighten out. Therefore, the ultimate 

goals to get remedy of PhACs from waste water treatment plants are still beyond satisfactory level.  

Nanotechnology as a new trend in Wastewater treatment 
 

The term nanoscience and the scale defined by nano size is the portfolio of nanotechnology. The 

adjunct “nano” is originated from nannos (Greek Word) and the essence of the word is “Very Short 

Man”[33]. According to nanotechnological explanation, if any dimension among the three 

dimensions (Length, depth and width) has to be less than 100 nanometers, are considered as 

nanocomponents for its novel properties. This trend imprinted following to 1974 as a term 

“Nanotechnology”. But after the intensified research with invention of Carbon Nanotubes (CNT) by 

Sumio Lijima, this technology got in spotlight as a new trend for research[33]. The assemblage of 

newly seized technologies connected with new advance technology like in bioinformatics, imaging, 

genetics comprehension, new acceleration regarding drug delivery system for diagnostic purposes 

and so on. Therefore, biological divisions are gaining a tremendous welfare by including it with an 

anchor of technology. All types of micro molecules are magnitude with nanoscales size like 

hemoglobin size around 5 nm, all kinds of enzymes and receptors, DNA and other organelles etc. 

So, the nanoparticles less than 20 nm can passage through the boundaries of blood cell[34]. 

Nanotechnology plays a paramount role in every sectors and branches of science. It has a great 

impact for development not only with biology but also in other scientific fields. Chemistry plays a 

dominant appearance by improving the molecular behavior sometimes with individually or making 

assemble of atoms and group of atoms by well-balanced with their bonds[35]. Now this technology 

has immense uses for waste water treatment. Researchers are trying to enhance the quality of 

current technology by inventing unique devices and products. Nanofiber is one of the current 

inventions for its unique characteristics. As all the active pharmaceutical drugs concentrated into 

WWTP in nanogram to microgram level, nanotechnology has chance to permeate as either 

adsorption process or by applying photocatalytic degradation aspect. The important criteria of using 

nanotechnology and nanomaterials are due economic values (less materials), easy to handle and 

environmental friendly (biocompatible).    

 

Nanosorbents   
 

According to Auffan et al. [36] illustrate about the characteristics  of nanoparticles diversity for its 

size changes. The nanoparticles are spectacled for its exceptional properties with sizes between 1 to 
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100 nm rather than the bulk samples of the equivalent materials. So, the assortments of organic and 

inorganic particles properties are size dependent where the particles operate phenomenal if the size 

in between 30 nm. The intent of adopting nanoparticles to have convenience of properties where it 

appearance with larger surface area, detention effects with large scale interaction which helps to 

modify the new dimension of atomic and macromolecular format [37]. Nanoparticle shows the 

properties of individual magnetic domain, size petite than wavelength, small mean free path for 

electron and the optical absorption is immense and selective for metals. Assemblage coating and 

metallization, bigger surface area and multi-shell particles also yield properties for surface 

alteration of nanoparticles. The extensive functions of nanoparticles are found in different stratum. 

It improves in magnetic recording, catalysis behavior, advanced conductors, R&D of new materials, 

sensor devices and so on[38].  Nanocomposites technology is consist of three different matrices. By 

modification of surface with nanomaterials or by inclusion with solid materials for creating 

multiphase where any of the dimensions of conglomerate is below 100 nm is known as 

Nanocomposites.  This technology is pertinent to functional ceramics. For example- ferroelectric, 

varistor or any kinds of ion-conducting materials [39]. For Metal Matrix Composite (MMC), a huge 

attention was created for Carbon based Nanoparticles. CNT strengthened MMC got vast attention 

for its lightweight and high strength qualities [40]. The recent bulletproof vest invention was using 

CNT for its ancient trait[41]. 

 

 

Figure 4: Schematic diagram of different types of nanotubes. 
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Photocatalysis    
 

    The technology photocatalysis was first invented in japan. It is one of the most important 

technologies for 21th century as well as. The mechanism of photocatalysis is depends on light and 

photocatalytic materials such as Titanium Dioxide, Zinc Oxide, Cu2O, Nb2O5 and so on. 

Photocatalytic effect is a permanent chemical effect. When the light energy are reflect upon 

photocatalytic materials and at the same time if the sufficient energy are fall over the surface that 

can enable to excite will generate electron and hole. The produced electron will react with 

atmospheric oxygen and after reaction it turns into superoxide anion. After releasing electron the 

photocatalytic materials are turn into positive charge which will react with moisture on the air 

(H2O).  Then the moisture will loss electron and converted into Hydroxyl radical like (OH-). The 

produced superoxide and hydroxide radicals have quality to breakdown or decompose the organic 

materials, Microbiological elements like Virus, Bacteria, fungus and also odors etc. Subsequently 

the reaction residue will produce (Carbon Dioxide) CO2 and (water) H2O[42]. The following 

reaction is known as staining. The residues are harmless and diverse into nature. Another essence of 

photocatalysis is the aspect of Hydrophilic nature. When the photocatalytic coating installing over 

the glass; raindrop will fall down uniformly over the surface and helps to remove the dirt and also 

oil. This kind of self-cleaning quality helps to keep the surface of glass for its hydrophilic nature. 

Photocatalytic elements also contribute for environmental purification. 
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Figure 5: Schematic diagram of photocatalytic characteristics. 

The photocatalytic materials are using to prepare power coat which helps in different way in water 

purification, environmental purification, Antifouling, anti-molding and so on according to figure 5.  

Power coat is also uses in exterior house and walls in store, housing and offices. Moreover the 

effective of the photocatalytic power coat not only in outdoors but also interior coating, odorizing 

and disinfecting of nursing home, nursery center, hospital and childcare.   

Therefore, the principle of photocatalysis is the generation of electrons and holes in presence of 

visible light or Ultra Violet Light [figure 6]. The important two criteria of photocatalysis can be 

defined as, producing electrons and holes efficiently and second as electrons and Holes should be 

constructed separately ; they cannot able to recombine again to release of photon. 

In this work, three photocatalytic materials were selected due to their photocatalytic properties and 

they are as follows; 
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Figure 6: Schematic Diagram of Photocatalytic process and mechanism 

 

TiO2 nanoparticles 

      Now a day a huge collection and gathering of waste byproducts has increased tremendously for 

the growth of different types of industry. For this reason, all the developing countries and under-

developing countries focused on production of goods rather than waste byproducts arrangement by 

ignoring such an important issue. But now it becomes a major issue and great concern to manage 

these waste byproducts. Scientist and researcher are working to solve and try to rectify by 

addressing this issue. But there are several issue have to be consider like using natural resources and 

environment friendly chemical product using and also less cost management etc. By considering 

above all circumstances and criteria analysis, TiO2 is considered as one of the ideal semiconductor 

materials for its photo catalytic characteristics. It is also vastly used for its several important 

features like safety, good stability, low cost and environment friendly usability. 

      TiO2 is a great invention for using as photo catalyst was promoted in 1972 extensively during 

“Honda-Fujishima Effect”, was described by Honda and Fujishima[43]. After the first 

photosynthetic Kolbe reaction, which opens a new dignify path in the field of photosynthetic 

reaction was (CH3COOH    CH4+CO2) [44]. TiO2 is also vastly used in medical field for its photo 

killing activity like destroying tumor cells , killing micro biological livings and it is also reported as, 

Nanosized TiO2 also used in solar cell for the improvement of its efficiency as a coating 
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components under UV light or visible light also. Now a day it is also used in the vehicles and other 

glass as anti-fogging properties and also for its self-cleaning characteristics. 

 

There are three types of TiO2 polymorph minerals are available in nature and two of them are vastly 

used in the different field of science. They are, 1) Anatase and 2) rutile. And another form of TiO2 

is 3) Brukite. Both Anatase and Rutile have tetragonal structure and but Brukite has orthorhombic 

structure[45]. The mobility of charge carrier of Anatase is 89 times faster than rutile. The charge 

carrier mobility of Anatase is 80cm
2
V

-1
s

-1
. For this reason Anatase have most significant use as 

photocatalyst[46]. But there is also another types compounds of TiO2 is named as P25 which is also 

commercially available, is a mixture of Rutile and Anatase , is also renowned as AEROXIDE P25 

of TiO2[47]. There are consist mixed formations of Anatase approximate. (75-80)% and rest 

percentage are Rutile in P25. The surface area is about 50m
2
g

-1
. In recent years, a major evolution 

happened for the improvement of catalytic performance of TiO2 by coupling TiO2 with another 

organic or inorganic materials[48].  

 

ZnO nanoparticles 

    The semiconductor material Zinc Oxide (ZnO) is another attractive material in scientific field 

lately and it generates a great deal of interest for its optoelectronic behavior. As it has been 

observed that, a huge number of publications and investment with this fascinating material for its 

wide direct band gap characteristics. At 300 K the bandgap of ZnO is approximately 3.3 eV. It is 

observed as High quality single crystal as a bulk material and extensive exciton binding energy 

which is calculated approximately 60meV[49]. The exemplary wurtzite structured ZnO has electron 

mobility is approximately 90 cm2/Vs and 1018
   

cm
-3

 carrier concentration[50]. To prepare high 

quality and robustly textured thin films for ZnO materials is using RF magnetron sputtering process. 

ZnO is using to manufacturing biosensor devices as acoustic wave device[51]. ZnO is prominent for 

its photocatalytic behavior. It can use directly or more efficiently by improving its band gap 

structure engineering such as using as heterojunction[52].   

 

Clay particles 

    Now scientists are also considered about natural mineral clay as Photocatalyst for its economic 

outlay. And it is also a combination of different metal, absorbent and semiconductor materials. 

Different types of commercially produced clays available but most efficient clays such as 
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montmorillonite, bentonite are using as photocatalyst or as adsorbent for removal of PhAC or 

organic materials from WWTP[53]. It is also reputable that, the polymer can incorporate with 

mineral and synthetic clays. Using Montmorillonite has great enhancement contribution with 

thermal and mechanical affection[54].  The presence of Ti in Clay montmorillonite is very less but 

it is possible to create Ti pillared or TiO2 cross-linked clay which can enhance the efficiency of 

photocatalytic activities[55].        

 

Carbon Nanotubes as photocatalytic enhancement  

    Furthermore the effect of carbon nanotubes on photodegradation efficiency of the mention above 

the photocatalytic materials was also investigated.  Carbon nanotubes have engendered a new light 

of progress in the area of research in science and technology for its unique and sensational 

Chemical and physical properties like, High stiffness, High strength, high aspect ratio but very low 

density[56].It exist with two form of structure, one is SWCNT(single walled carbon nanotube)  and 

the another form is MWCNT (multi-walled carbon nanotube). SWCNT can be designed by rolling a 

sheet of single graphene coherently to give a shape of cylinder where the diameter of it in 

nanometer scale (1-2nm) and the length can vary in an order of centimeter scale[57]. Similar 

formation in shape are inaugurated for MWCNT where the shape of MWCNT are in cylindrical 

formation with concentrated SWCNT but each sheet is separated by 0,35nm with 2 to 100 nm of 

diameter and length can be vary up to tens of microns[58].CNT have excellent feature to improve 

the thermal, mechanical and electrical properties of nanomaterials and nanocomposites. By addition 

of CNT with polymer composites can improve the quality and chemical properties of 

nanocomposites because of high aspect ratio and its high conductivity. High surface area of CNT is 

allowing more interaction with composite matrices than the conventional carbon uses. They have 

impressive mechanical properties with 100-1000GPa range of young modulus and have a high 

strength properties with 2.5 to 3.5GPa[59].Arc Discharge method is the old conventional method 

using for synthesis of both types of CNT. But now chemical vapor deposition (CVD) method is 

using as commercially most popular production mechanism for it large scale production and cheap 

cost, even though it produces some defects on structure of MWCNT.  
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Nanofibers and Nanocomposites  

    The previous section described the use of photocatalytic materials in the form of pristine 

nanoparticles suspended in water solution. These materials need to be separated from the aqueous 

phase using centrifugation. In this way longer time and extra work needed for the phase separation. 

Therefore, the immobilization of the selected photocatalytic nanoparticles on a flexible substrate 

such as nanofibers is needed.   

Nanofibers are new class of materials as they have unique properties. In this work electrospinning 

technique was employed for the fabrication of the nanocomposites materials for their specious 

surface to volume ratio, high tensile strength, immense stiffness, comprehensive flexibility, 

sustainability and unique dynamic mechanical, electrical and thermal properties. The size of the 

highly engineered nanofibers is usually less than 1 micron. Nanofibers  have several amazing 

characteristics such as it has very large surface area compare to volume ratio( the ratio could be 10
 3

 

times larger than that of microfiber) , It can modified with different functional group and also have 

superior mechanical performance.(e.g. Stiffness and tensile strength). Now a day it has a lot of 

application: template synthesis. 

Electrospinning Technique 

    It is very important to maintain the working parameters with proper understanding to maintain the 

required conversion of that polymer solution into desire size of nanofibers by electrospinning 

process. We can divide the working parameters into three important parts like Solution parameters, 

process parameters, and ambient parameters. To fabricate the required electrospun fibers by 

maintaining its diameters and desired morphologies, we should maintain each of those parameters. 

Electrospinning processes are defined into four parts. 

 Electrospinning setup  

 Principle of working with electrospinning 

 Solution Parameters and other parameters. 

 Modification of setups for electrospinning process 

Electrospinning is a prudential, efficient, practical and also time-saving method for the fabrication 

of nanofibers by using polymers. There are huge possibily creates by using this technology.There 

are huge no. of publication and modification by using this fields are creating day by day increasing 

through this technique.One recent graph of scientific publication and works of last year can give the 

idea for electrospinning or in the name of electrospun. 
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Figure 7: A. Numbers of publications increasing rate of electrospinning is directly or 

indirectly related in this area. B. Numbers of publications of photolytic materials compare to 

DSSC, Hydrogen generation and Fuel cell [60].  

 

During the production of nanofibers there is also having a chance to have beads as by products. The 

development or construction of beads is widely observed during the nanofibers production[61].  The 

explanations for beads production into the fibers are pertinent to the instability of the spray of 

polymer solution[62]. To avoid the formation of beads, the electric current affect is very important. 

There are some other factors related to the production of splendid nanofibers[63]. The schematic 

diagram of total nanofiber production process is sketched in figure 8.  

A 

B 
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Figure 8: The Schematic diagram of elctrospinning Process 

 

    The concentrations of the polymer are one of the important parts to prepare nanofibers during this 

process. By changing the concentration from lower concentration to higher concentration, one can 

obtain different format of micro or nano sized materials. lower concentration of polymer are 

responsible for obtaining electrospray instead of electrospinning because of its lower viscosity [64]. 

By increasing the concentration little bit higher, can form mixture of beads through the fibers. 

Suitable and uniform nanofiber can be obtained by having suitable concentration of the polymers. 

But if the concentration is very high is the reason for obtaining helix shaped micro-ribbons instead 

of forming smooth nanofibers. There are few alternative factors also create major influence for 

producing nanofiber such as molecular weight, enforced voltage [65], the distance between tip and 

collector for accumulation [66], surface tension[67], surface charge density . There are several 

processing factors are accountable for the formation of ideal nanofibers. Application of the right 

amount of voltage, flow rate amount, conductive substrate which plays role as collector and the 

distance between syringe tip and collectors. Temperature and humidity are also count as ambient 

parameters which can have efficient affect for the formation of fibers. Moreover, the quality of 

fibers should evaluate by using SEM or other characterization devices and by analyzing its images 

one can able to know the precision of the polymers concentration.  
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Here figure 9 represents the entire Composition of Photocatalytic material used during the experiment: 

            

                                                             

 

Figure 9: (a) the precursor solution of tetrabutyl titanate –PAN (b) Electrospinning process 

was running for precursor solution (c) [Ti (O Bu)4]/ PAN nanofibers (d) TiO2/PAN nanofibers 

A B 

C D 

E 
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after hydrothermal process (E) Photocatalytic process running for hybrid TiO2/PAN 

nanofibers.  

Schematic diagram of the overall research work 

    The research investigation was consisting of two separate ways. The photocatalytic materials are 

using for chemical degradation. WWTP are consisting with different types of chemicals and 

pharmaceutical drugs. So, it is very important to make a proper solution to degrade the 

pharmaceutical drugs to acquire pristine water. TiO2, ZnO and Clay nanopowder are familiar for 

using as photocatalyst. The intention was to create a benchmark between these existing 

photocatalyst by changing variable such as pH, concentration and so on. By using CNT also can 

increase the degradation ability also investigated through this paper. But using photo catalytic 

materials also create a hazard during the time of separation from treatment plant and reuse. So, the 

prime goal of motivation was to build up hybrid nanofibers which can be easy to separate, efficient 

and also sustainable. Therefore, the combination of nanoparticles and nanofibers can solve the 

existing problem for pharmaceutical drugs. The outlines of this thesis have shown accordingly by 

using the following flow chart. 
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Thesis Objectives  

This thesis concern with the application of nanomaterials for the treatment of waste water 

containing emerging contaminates, e.g., pharmaceutical drugs that may present from hospital waste 

water and sewage water to mainstream of water.  

  The aspiration of this thesis is to find out the absolute solution to decompose two important 

pharmaceutical drugs (Ibuprofen and Cetirizine) from WWTP by using photocatalysis technology 

and also by using functionalized and hybrid Nanocomposites. As the pH value of WWTP and STP 

showed very weak acidic values. Therefore, the principle of this thesis has to be design 

nanocomposites (Combination of nanomaterial and nanofibers or functionalized nanofibers) that 

could able to enhance the capabilities and efficiency to remove or degrade the pharmaceutical drugs 

from WWTP. The ultimate focus was to construct a nanocomposites with several characteristics 

such as simple to handle, cost effectiveness, stability, reproducibility and environmentally friendly. 

The first approach of this thesis was to develop the fictionalized nanocomposites which is a 

combination of N-PAN (Amino functionalized PAN nanofibers with N-MPSiO2 (amino 

functionalized Mesoporous silica) by having cross-linker between Nanomaterials and functionalized 

nanofibers. GA (Glutaraldehyde) was used as cross-linker for having two aldehyde groups. 

Unfortunately the efficiency level of pharmaceutical drugs adsorption after the test was very poor. 

Therefore, the entire thesis plan was turned into second approach and it was about preparing 

Nanofibers with containing photocatalytic materials by using commercially available photocatalytic 

nanomaterial‟s such as (TiO2, ZnO, and Clay) nanoparticles individually and at the same time to 

enhance the efficiency PAN Nanofibers by conjugate best photocatalytic nanomaterials. The 

photocatalytic characterized PAN Nanofibers with immobilized TiO2 are successfully able to 

degrade Pharmaceutical drugs from parent active drugs. The individual analysis of photoactive 

nanomaterials also analyze with changing of different factors like , changing pH, Changing ratio of 

Materials and by adding CNT(carbon nanotubes). The third approach of preparing efficient 

nanofiber was to establish functionalized CNT nanofibers with photocatalyst materials. 

Moreover, this thesis concern with the study of the removal of pharmaceutical drugs from 

contaminated water. The selected drugs used in this study are Ibuprofen and Cetirizine. The tested 

nanomaterials are: 

1. Commercially available photo-catalysts including TiO2, ZnO, and clay nanoparticles. 

2. Composite nanofibers: TiO2/PAN 
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3.  CNT 

4. Composite nanofibers: CNT-TiO2/PAN  

Different characteristic techniques and instruments were operating to generate the characteristics of 

nanomaterials and Nanofibers and its efficiency was investigated.  
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Chapter two 

Experimental Work 
    The experimental works consist of chemical functionalization steps taken for nanofibers and also 

using nanomaterials and PAN/TiO2 to degrade pharmaceutical drugs.  

Nanomaterials  

    The experiments conducted with all the commercially available photocatalyst nanomaterials 

including TiO2 (Anatase, Rutile and mixture of Anatase and rutile), ZnO and Clay 

(montmorillonite) from sigma Aldrich. The size of Titanium (IV) oxide, Anatase nanopowder was 

<25 nm, Rutile nanopowder was <100 nm, mixture of rutile and Anatase nanopowder was <100 

nm, Zinc oxide nanopowder was <100nm.   

Preparation of Mesostructured Silica  

    To prepare the thermally stable nanoparticles with mean diameter around 15 nm, the 

experimental part went through with some routinely prepared template where it was directed to 

synthesis of MCM-41 silica in alkaline atmosphere. A mixture of Ethanol (51.57gm), H2O (123 

gm), ammonium solution (NH4OH) – (18,21 ml)and CetylTrimethylAmmonium bromide (CTABr)-

(3.09 gm) were kept in a beaker for 30 min stirring in turn with Teflon coated magnetic stirrer with 

flow rate 400rpm at 35
o
c temperature. After a vigorous mixture procedure, water and pure HCl with 

(3:1) ratio were added with the mixture. Here the calculated the amount of Milli-Q water 25.75 ml 

with 8.25 ml of HCl solution and obtain a 33 mL of final mixture of acid solution. Then the 

prepared silicon source of Tertraethoxysilane (TEOS) in an amount of 4.08 mL and H2O 

approximately 576 mL and HCl solution were mixed altogether with freshly produced above 

chemical solution. The controlled procedure has to be maintained for preparing the ideal meso 

structured silica nanoparticles. Therefore, the procedure of mixture was maintained according to 

TEOS then water and after that HCl solution with freshly produced the mixture of chemical 

solution. After placing TEOS, the experiment was kept waiting for 37 seconds to place water and 

then after 3 minutes HCl solution was assorted altogether with the mixture.  

    After finishing the following procedure, the total amounts of chemical were separated solution 

into 4 (WWR) tubes which helped to centrifuge the solid part (mesoporous silica) of the solution. 

The four container tubes of 50 ml volume have been taken where each container was filled with  35 
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ml  volume  and they were ready to centrifuge into the machine. It was noted the pH value of the 

final solution was around 9.45. After centrifuge, the solid part was separated from liquid and was 

ready for calcination. After the calcination up to 400
0
c, the solid silica was ready for activation. 

    For Activation, 1gm of silica from the total production was taken and mixed with 20ml of milli-Q 

water and 12 ml of HCl. After the preparation, the mixture was kept for 24 hours and washes the 

samples several times until the solution pH reach till 7.  Then the final powder was ready for 

calcination again. The temperature for calcination should reach up to 550
o
c and the calcination 

process was extent for 5 hours. After calcination, it was ready for analysis the morphology and 

defines characteristics.  

Preparation of Amino functionalized MP-SiO2 

     The preparation between a mixture of (3-Aminopropyl) triethoxysilane – (APTES)-(1.7mL) and 

toluene-(18,3 mL) has been made  from  stock solution of APTES.  For Amino functionalized MP- 

SiO2 preparation, 500 mg of freshly produced MP-SiO2 was taken out of total amount and construct 

a mixture with 90 mL Toluene and 8.5 mL of stock solution of APTES (8.5% of toluene) for 

refluxing process at 60
0
c temperature. After refluxing process of 3 hours, the functionalized 

solution of amino-MP SiO2 was ready for further experiment. After the refluxing process, it was 

ready for centrifuge about 12 minutes at 12000rpm for 2 times. After separate the solvent part, 

amino functionalized - MP-SiO2 was ready after dry at room temperature. The molecular formula of 

APTES is [C9H23NO3Si] and Toluene is C7H8. 

Nanofiber Production 
Components of Concoction: PAN, DMF (N,N-DIMETHYLFORMAMIDE), Syringe, 

stainless steel needle, aluminum Foils, High Voltage supplier. 

Experimental process: 
    A mixture of PAN (chemical formula of figure 10) and DMF were taken altogether where 10 % 

(w/W) of PAN was added with DMF solution. The prepared mixture was kept to the oven at 50
o
c 

for 4.5 hours for dissolving.  

                                                                                                      
Figure 10 : Chemical structure of PAN and DMF                                                                
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After dissolving, the semi liquid formation of mixture was ready for electrospinning. The semi-

liquid specimen was loaded into a syringe attaching with a stainless steel needle. The syringe can 

load up to 5ml of sample and the diameter of the needle is 0.8 mm and the length of the needle 

approximately 1 cm long. The stainless steel of the needle was connected with the anode of the high 

voltage supplier (Brandenburg). A flat aluminum piece was connected with the cathode part of the 

voltage supplier. The syringe was placed on a flow pump machine (Cole-Parmer) where the flow 

rate was set 0.5ml per hour. The distance between needle and the aluminum foil collector was kept 

15cm from each other perpendicularly. Now a high voltage (>=10 kV) was provided between 

collector and needle for fiber production.    

 Modification of Polyacrylonitrile Nanofiber with Titanium 

(IV)Butoxide  

     For having modification with Nanofibers, all analytical grade reagents have been used without 

further purification. Firstly we prepare some precursor solution for conducting electrospinning 

which held on normal air atmosphere. We received PAN from Sigma-Aldrich where the molecular 

weight was (Mw ca. - 1, 60,000). In an exemplary procedure, 10% (W/W) of PAN 

(Polyacrylonitrile) in the total amount in weight of DMF (N, N-Dimethyl formamide) was taken 

altogether for dissolve. Here, 1 g of PAN was dispersed with 10 g of DMF with flourishing stirring 

to create a homogenous PAN solution. Here the mixture was kept into an oven for 5 hours to 

originate into cognate solution. Then a 0,35mL of tetrabutyl titanate [Ti(O Bu)4] and 0.26 mL of 

Acetic acid was gradually mixed drop by drop with the above solution and a 

Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE)- best known as Teflon, coated magnetic stirring was kept inside of 

the solution in turn for proper homogenous mixture. Now the total mixture was kept for a while and 

the final precursor solution was ready for electrospinning process. The final corresponding solution 

was incorporate in a plastic syringe. The amount of solution was around 2.5 mL and a piece of 

stainless steel needle was connected with the syringe. A piece of copper wire was taken where one 

side of the wire was connected with the needle with crocodile pin and other side of the wire was 

connected with a high voltage supplier. There was another copper wire was connected with the high 

voltage generator was known as ground where it was allied with a piece of aluminium foil. This 

aluminium foil act as a collector of nanofibers where it was placed aligns approximately 15 cm 

apart from needle. Now it was ready to generate nanofiber after projecting a direct current where 

the current transformed into high voltage of 10 kV was enforced to the precursor solution. Then the 

fiber assembled over the aluminium foil. The whole procedure of formation nanofibers is sketched 
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in figure 11.  After establishment of tetrabutyl titanate/PAN [Ti(O Bu)4+PAN] fiber mat , it was 

ready for second step of hydrothermal process. For hydrothermal portion we took Teflon-lined 

stainless steel autoclaves of 50 ml volume. Here I prepared a mixture of 35 mL of deionized water 

with a certain amount of acetic acid into a beaker with stirring. Then the mixture of acetic acid and 

deionized water solution was followed by the addition of fiber mat and subsequently the resulting 

mixtures were shifted into Teflon-lined stainless steel made autoclaves and it was kept into oven for 

12 hours at 160
o
c. After 12 hours the autoclave was acquiesced to cool at room temperature for few 

hours. And finally TiO2/PAN hybrid nanofibers were ready to take from autoclave and rinsed with 

deionized water for several times and finally with absolute ethanol and kept it 3hours at 60
0
c for 

make the fiber dry in a vacuum oven. The proceeding steps are illustrated below in figure 11.    

 

 

Figure 11: Schematic diagram of preparation of PAN nanofibers with cripple TiO2 

Photocatalytic test of produced Fiber Mat with Ibuprofen 

After the production of Fiber MAT, pharmaceutical drugs were ready for test under UV irradiation. 

Here according to the schematic diagram figure 12 describes a structure for controlling Ibuprofen 

flow with a rotation pump. The rate of rotation motor was kept fixed for continuous flow of 

pharmaceutical solution that keep the flow remain unchanged.  
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Figure 12 : Schematic diagram of Ibuprofen treatment process by nanofiber with UV-lamp. 

 

Modification of PAN Nanofiber with Titanium (IV) Butoxide and 

MWCNT 

The same above procedure with little changes into step 1 was followed for the production of 

Polyacrylonitrile with TiO2 immobilized on nanofibers with Multiwall Carbon Nanotubes 

[TiO2/PAN+CNT]. A small portion of MWCNT 20 %( W/W) was adjoined with Titanium (IV) 

Butoxide weight altogether with vigorous stirring. After preparation of PAN and DMF 

homogeneous solution the mixture of [Ti (O Bu)4 + MWCNT] and a certain amount of acetic acid 

was mixed drop by drop with [PAN+DMF] solution with stirring in turn. Then the rest of procedure 

was followed by same as above description. 

Modification of Polyacrylonitrile Nanofiber into N-PAN 

According to the first step and plan of experimentation approach of work, Polyacrylonitrile 

nanofibers were modified and convert into N-PAN [amino functionalized group attached PAN 

nanofibers]. The reaction procedure is illustrated according to figure 13, where hydroxylamine 

hydrochloride was added with PAN nanofiber for surface modification with presence of sodium 

carbonate. 16g of hydroxylamine hydrochloride and 12g of sodium carbonate mixed altogether in a 

beaker with 250 ml of water. The chemical solution was ready to mix with PAN nanofibers in a 

500ml beaker and then sealed properly with aluminum foil. Soon after the prepared PAN nanofibers 

with chemical solution were kept for 5 hours at 60
0
c. Softness or hardness of Nanofiber is fully 

depends on reaction time. 
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Figure 13: Surface modification reaction of PAN nanofibers with hydroxylamine 

hydrochloride with occupancy of sodium carbonate. 

 

Preparation of Nanocomposites 

    After a short representation of functionalized nanoparticle and functionalized nanofibers 

separately, they are ready for having composition by using cross-linker with their functional groups. 

The idea behind this constructional structure was to construct a relationship between nanomaterials 

and nanofibers to enhance the efficiency of nanofiber. Amino functionalized MP-SiO2 and N-PAN 

both have amino functionalized group which is considered to create a connection between with a 

cross-linker. The organic molecule of Glutaraldehyde (GA) was choosing as cross-linker for having 

two aldehyde functional groups. Chemical formula of GA is [CH2(CH2CHO)2 ]. The engineering 

behind of choosing GA was those two aldehyde bond are employed as cross linker between 

Nanofiber and nanoparticles. Therefore, a certain amount of GA-0.25 gm (2.5% w/w of water ratio) 

with 10 mL with water placed in a beaker and mixed it properly. After a while 3mg of (N-SiO2) was 

added with (N-PAN) and mixed with the above solution and kept it for 12 hours for reaction with 

sealed properly. After 12 hours, the fiber was separated from the solution and kept it in room 

temperature for several hours to make the nanocomposites into dry. Here Figure 14 illustrated the 

working procedure between functional nanomaterials and functional nanofiber with cross-linker. 

 

Figure 14: Schematic diagram of relation between N-PAN, Cross-Linker and N-MP SiO2  
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Photo degrading performance  

The photo degrading performances for this experiment have done by considering several factors. 

They are consisting as according to contact time, solution pH including catalyst point of zero charge 

(PZC), Drugs initial concentration and amount of photocatalytic material. 

Contact time 

All the tests were perceived with different contact time as time is an important impact factor for the 

abatement of pharmaceutical drugs in WWTP with the presence of UV sources and photocatalyst. 

According to the mechanism, the degradation efficiency of any chemical resources specially 

organic materials get decreased or the molecular chain are breaking down with efficient 

photocatalytic treatment and the decline percentage of selective chemicals are pretty sharp with 

time continuation. All experiment have done with different contact time to get discover the 

saturation point for maximum efficiency with sharp time distribution. And all different types of 

reaction can easily make comparison to sort out the best photocatalyst for future examination 

prospectus. The base reaction intentions are clear and easy to find out one suitable photocatalyst 

material which can be used for preparing hybrid nanocomsite materials. So, the identification of 

contact time of every prospective reaction can help to make decision for further chemical 

preparation.   

 

Solution pH 

The effect of pH is one of the most critical factors to control the degradation capacity for all types 

of photocatalyst materials and hybrid nanocomposites. The effects of pH changes influence both the 

chemical charge and also the surface groups. The optimum value of pKa is 4.91for Ibuprofen[71] 

which indicates this pharmaceutical drug as weak acid. The experimental pH variation was 

considered between pH 4.5 to 10.10. After analyzing the result for both ibuprofen and cetirizine, the 

optimum value for efficient degradation at pH (6 to 6.5) for anatase.  Weakly acid and neutral 

solution have efficient degradation percentage compare to strong acid and strong base solution. 

According to the report, industrial waste water and WWTP are weakly or mild acidic. 

The surface charge of photocatalytic materials can be modified rely upon its chemical nature and 

point of zero charge (PZC). The surface charge of catalyst can lead to protonated and deprotonated 

by the pH variation of material solution. If the pH value of solution under the PZC of catalyst, the 

catalyst become protonated and positively charged. For higher pH value of solution than the PZC 
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can lead the surface as deprotonated and catalyst surface charge become as negative charged. The 

pH of PZC for TiO2 is approximately 6.8.   

 

Drug initial concentration 

    The verification of pharmaceutical drugs concentration was considered also to ascertain the 

reaction adaptability. The initial concentration of PhAC was varied with the other variables keep 

remain unchanged. The practical inspection provides how to generate best efficiency by considering 

the right amount of photocatalyst. 

Amount of Photocatalytic material 

The variation of photocatalytic materials also makes different case of study. The random variation 

of photocatalyst during the examination can increase or decrease the rate of reaction period or 

efficiency. The previous case showed the reaction period for changing the photocatalyst and in a 

consequent of the result, the degradation rate had influence through the UV reaction. 
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Chapter Three 

Characterizations 

    For characterization of materials, there are several techniques are employing such as TEM 

(Transmission Electron Microscopy) where sample morphology are examined at higher voltage 

(200KV) and High resolution characterized machine (JEM-2100F) are used to determine the fiber 

aggregation with photocatalytic nanomaterials . SEM (scanning Electron Microscopy) was operated 

for formation of nanofibers diameter and also verify morphology. 

To detect the elemental concentration especially for organic chemicals concentration, UV-VIS 

(Ultra Violet- Visible) spectroscopy was used and ICP (Inductively Coupled Plasma) was also used 

for previous experiment where metal concentrations were detected by using the machine (iCAP 

6500, Thermo Fisher). For TiO2 and other elemental conformation, X-Ray detector is used for X-

ray image record. TGA-Q5000, TA instrument are using for TGA (Thermo Gravimetric Analysis) 

investigation. FTIR (Fourier Transformed Infrared is used for PAN –A-PAN nanofibers spectra and 

also nanoparticles spectra were recorded by using the FTIR machine Thermo Nicolet iS10 

equipment. 

Electron Microscopy (microstructure Characterization) 

Microstructural characterization plays an important role for contemplate the morphological 

description of any material and related with material science. In Electron microscopies, electron 

plays as an important role as rudimentary particle. As electrons are negatively charged, it carries 

negative charge to knock out the samples. So, formation of a coherent and monochromatic beam of 

electron is the central player for characterization. The wave properties of electrons are the resolving 

power of EM. 

There are two essential categories of EM are prominent for scientific field. One of them is SEM 

(scanning Electron Microscopy) which will describes the surface morphology by penetrating 

electron beam over the surface and on the other hand, TEM (Transmission Electron Microscopy) is 

transmitted through any selective part of a sample. There is also another types of EM instrument 

available on market is acknowledged as STEM (Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy). 

STEM is basically a combination of both SEM and TEM. 
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Figure 15 : Electron Microscopically Beam consequence after interaction with incident beam 

with specimen. 

 

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 

SEM is an electron microscopical apparatus where images constructed by scanning the surface of 

the specimen. The images were form by applying a high-energy electron beam over the surface of 

sample and after the interaction of atoms and ejected electrons beam signals got reflected back and 

that image morphology are utilizing for study the composition, surface domain and surface 

properties. SEM established with scattered electrons. SEM are using a considerable depth of field, 

where it allows to focus on extensive amount of sample images which helps to present a selective 

good presentation of images of 3Dimentional sample.  

The image patterns are initiated by using two sort of scattered electrons provoked by electron beam: 

one of them is the secondary electrons (SE) and another types is backscattered electrons (BSE). 

Low energy electrons of the primary electron beam are enough to form Secondary image formation 

but higher energy should deliver for backscattered electron image formation. For SE image 

formation less than 50ev electron generation is enough compare to BSE need more higher energy 

greater than 50ev. SE image formed by inelastic scattering but BSE image formed by elastic 

scattering in a deep range of synergy. For better resolution and analysis of surface morphology, 
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surface cleanliness is very important by avoiding dust, slit or unwanted deposit and also 

conductivity between sample and electron beam in controlled way is very important.  

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) 

    TEM is a technical instrument of Electron Microscopy where a shaft of electron is translated 

through by interacting with an ultra-thin specimen and when the electron passes through the 

specimen, it formed an image and then magnifies the image. After magnifying the image is focused 

on an imaging device which is made by photographic film and images are detected through a sensor 

functioning as CCD camera. It can able to examine for fine details and create an adequately higher 

resolution for specimen than the others LM. TEM provides the 2D-Projection image of 3D 

structure. Several contrasts assemble mechanism assign the intensity of images in TEM. It 

administrate absorption or mass-thickness contrast of an image. It also contributes diffraction 

contrast after diffraction through the sample in a crystallographic plane. 

  

Ultraviolet-Visible (UV-Vis) 

This technological Instrument is known as absorption spectroscopy, using in clinical laboratories 

for molecular biological product, Organic and inorganic compounds and elements detection. These 

analyzers use ion-selective electrodes, UV-Vis absorption, turbidomentry as analytical technique in 

one integrated machine[68]. This spectroscopy is a study based on light response. When a portion 

of light passes through a sample, the elements of the sample container absorb some light, and the 

remainder will pass through the sample as transmission laws. So, let consider the portion of light 

enter to the spectroscopy as (Io) and intensity of light using for excitation is (I1). So, the percentage 

of transmittance can be expressed as,  

% of transmittance (     
  

  
      

By using this equation absorbance (A) can be write down in terms of transmittance, 

A = (-log T) 

In general UV-Vis covers the range of wavelength between (190 – 700) nm or it can vary with 

modern instrument. In our laboratory we are using a modern UV-Vis instrument where the range is 

between (190 -800) nm. Our machine can analyze one of the most important principles for 
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absorption is “Beer- Lambert Law”. This law states, if the solution is ideal, Absorbance and 

concentration have linear relationship by keeping the path length in constant. 

A=εlc  

Where, ε is the absorptivity of Substance, l is the Path Length and C is the Concentration. Here, 

Figure 16 illustrates the schematic diagram of UV-vis spectroscopoy.  

 

Figure 16 : Schematic diagram of UV-Vis instrument pathway and construction overview. 

 

There are different types of Visible Sample Container are available which is known as Cuvettes. 

Cuvettes are available in commercially either Quartz or optical glass. But optical glass has 

limitation for transmission of light. They only able to pass through light over 320nm but quartz 

cuvettes are able to transmit light below 190nm[68]. According the condition of this experiment 

purposes, using quartz cuvettes for the low absorbance of transmitting light needed (both are below 

300 nm) to measure the absorbance of organic Chemicals (Ibuprofen and Cetirizine). Here 

VARIAN Cary
®

 300 UV-Vis spectrometer was used for determining the concentration variation 

analysis of pharmaceutical drugs.  

 

X-ray Photoelectron Diffraction 

    X-rays are defined by electromagnetic radiation. The wavelength of X-rays is about 1 Å (10
-10

 

m). For determining the crystal structure and fingerprint characterization of any materials which 

have crystal structure, can be adopted by X-ray diffractometer. It is a most important 

characterization tools are using in solid state physics and material science. The XRD (X-Ray 

diffraction) patterns on Titanium (IV) butoxide-PAN by considering after and before hydrothermal 

process of the nanofibers were recorded to identification of the Ti crystalline identification and also 

calculate the size of crystalline.  
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The principle of X-ray diffraction is contingent on according to the structure represent in below 

figure 17 where two types of progression can be happened. While X-ray beam hit upon the Atoms , 

a) the inserted beam may be absorbed by atom with an eviction of electrons and b) the beam have 

possibility for scattering[69] . Here, according to the figure 17 d or dhkl is referred as the distance 

between two planes and (hkl) is known as miler indices. The distance between two planes d, 

incident beam angle with plane θ, and the path wave length can satisfy according to Braggs Laws 

for XRD equation, 

 

          

Here, n is an integer. 

 

 

Figure 17 : The Schematic diagram of assumption of X-Ray Diffraction 

 

It can be possible only measure the crystal structures of powder but also crystal structure of atoms 

inside the nanofibers also. It helps to identify the phase composition, also crystalline size also. It 

also provides the additional information about residual strain. Here we used Phillips X‟pert pro 

super defrectometer to analyzing the samples. The samples were stick upon a plate with tape for 

analysis.    

 
 
 

FTIR (Fourier Transformed Infrared Spectroscopy) 

    Fourier Transformed Infrared Techniques helps to distinguish unknown materials in non-

destructive way. It is a qualitative process which using infrared spectrum to classify solid, liquid or 

gas surface by having absorption, emission or Raman scattering. FTIR coupled with Michelson 
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interferometer to determining the fingerprint of a sample. When IR source are pass through 

between the bonds of atoms in a sample, the frequencies of vibrations of specific atoms will 

express into wavenumbers with transmittance or absorbance peaks.   

     FT-IR investigation for spectroscopy visualization was achieved by testing Thermo Nicolet iS10, 

ATR (Attenuated total Reflectance) mode. Here the dehydrated Nanofiber samples were placed in 

different mode with certain amount over the crystal window with transmission range 650 cm-1 to 

4500 cm-1 to study Titanium (IV) Butoxide. Every different form of Nanofiber was considered to 

have a comparison with parent Nanofiber. 

 

TGA (Thermal Gravity Analysis) 

    TGA in an analytical device which can measure the outlay and rate of changes of weight in a 

sample as a function of temperature changes with time in an organized and controlled environment. 

So, it can express the thermal stability on a sample by monitoring the fraction of volatile sample. 

The environment in a TGA analysis is consummate in an oxidative surroundings (Nitrogen and Air) 

connect with a persistent incline temperature ramp. Measurements are usually continued up to 

1000
o
C temperature to predict the stability of thermal behavior according to decomposition, 

oxidation or dehydration. Multi-component systems composition, life time of an sample, 

decomposition kinetics, moisture and volatile contents of any sample are the special feature also of 

this analytical system. All the carbon elimination leads to major conclusion in TGA process. After 

the competition by oxidation, there are some residual products can be available in this process.   
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Chapter Four 

4. Result and Discussion 
 

The aim of this work is to study the photocatalytic performance of several nanomaterials including 

TiO2 NPs, ZnO NPs, CNT and Clay particles for the degradation of pharmaceutical drugs under 

batch operation mode. The selected contaminants are Ibuprofen and Cetirizine. The factors 

influencing the photo degradation process of the pharmaceutical drugs under UV irradiation where 

investigated. The investigated parameters including irradiation time, solution pH and drugs initial 

concentration. The effect of the photocatalyst structure on the degradation efficiency was also 

studied. The aim also of this work is to identify the most efficient photocatalyst among the tested 

materials to be used in a continuous flow system. The selected photocatalyst was then immobilized 

on the surface of electrospun nanofiber to form nanocomposite. For this purpose electrospinning 

technique was implemented followed by hydrothermal process in order to produce polymer/TiO2 

NPs nanocomposite. In this work the Polyacrylonitrile (PAN) was selected due to it is mechanical 

and thermal stability. The fabricated nanocomposite (PAN/TiO2 NPs) was then tested for the 

decomposition of Ibu in a continuous flow system using column. 

     The experiment has performed with selective pharmaceutical drugs but the procedure of 

technique has potentiality to perform with other pharmaceutical drugs remedy to get pure water 

sources. The experimental pert conducted with three identical forms of TiO2 (Anatase, Rutile and a 

mixture of Anatase and rutile) have been used and accordingly ZnO and Clay (Montmorillonite) 

were also adopted to sort out the best efficiencies on account with several factors. After obtaining 

the all sort of outcome, the best degradation time and photocatalyst was identified for further 

examination. Here the objective of experiment was to develop nanocomposites with best efficient 

photocatalyst materials and PAN nanofibers. All of the investigated obtained results in this thesis 

studies performed are proclaimed below.  

    To identify the photocatalytic behavior of different types of photocatalyst, this paper investigated 

the degradation efficiency of two different types of organic materials which are very popular and 

vastly used as pharmaceutical drugs. Ibuprofen is familiar as NSAID analgesic drug and vastly used 

as a painkiller and inflammation reduction and Cetirizine is renowned as antihistamine and most 

popular drugs to remedy allergies, urticarial and hay fever.  Verifying an unknown concentration of 
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both chemicals, using calibration curve can help to figure out the values. Ibuprofen sodium salt and 

cetirizine were received from the well renowned manufacturer company sigma Aldrich. Stock 

solution of both pharmaceuticals of 50 mg/L were prepared and adjusted with different 

concentration such as 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 4, 8 and 16 mg/L samples of solution for ibuprofen and 5, 10, 

15, 15 and 50 mg/L samples of solution for cetirizine from stock solution. All the samples were 

ready to measure through UV-Vis spectroscopy to determine the calibration curve. The ideal 

calibration curve of both IBU and CZT were designed as diagram below where the value of co-

efficient of correlation (R
2
) is approximately 0,998 ≈1which indicate the better data were fit into the 

curve which express the reliability of fundamental data.
 
  

 
 

Photo-degradation of Ibuprofen  

Ibuprofen-TiO2 nanoparticles system 
 

Effect of time: The photocatalytic degradation of Ibu pharmaceutical drugs are characterized 

according to figure 18 in terms of time. Three different pH values (pH~4.5, pH ~6 and pH~10.10) 

have been chosen with time variation. According to the figure 18, it is clearly presented the 

influence of pH for Ibu degradation is significant. Under UV irradiation approximately 99% of Ibu 

degradation observed for pH~6. Accordingly 95 % degradation for pH~4.5 and 78% degradation 

are recognized after 150 min photocatalytic operation. Absorption in terms of time was also 

demonstrated according to figure 18. The experiment was adopted with high concentrated Ibu (129 

ppm) and 30 mg of TiO2 was employed during each experiment under UV irradiation.      
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Figure 18: Schematic diagram of absorption rate in order to solid line (       ) expression with 

influence of different pH variation and degradation efficiency rate in order to dash line (- - -) 

expression with influence of different pH variation 

 

Influence of pH: 
The degradation ability of different types of TiO2 nanopowder under the UV illumination treatment 

support as good and active photocatalytic behavior materials were equipped by the provider.  There 

was several techniques were available to get remedy of both organic and inorganic chemicals from 

wastewater treatment plants. Recently the uses of photocatalyst like TiO2 for its fantastic chemical 

behavior such as safety, good stability, low cost and environment friendly usability. The two types 

of TiO2 mineral and their mixture was used for identifying the photocatalytic efficiency separately. 

The photocatalytic efficiency examination was based on several types of factors verification. Three 

ranges of pH verification were handled for finding the better abatement checklist. Here pH change 

was varied between pH 4.5, 6 and 10.10 which indicates the acidic, neutral and basic efficiency 

justification regarding the photocatalytic behavior. According to the study report, Anatase has better 

efficiency and higher activity compare to rutile for photocatalytic abatement. Nonetheless the 

bandgap of Anatase between conduction band (C.B) and valance band (V.B.) is 3.16 eV which is 

equal to 392 nm in length which is larger than the bandgap between C.B. and V.B. of Rutile (3.00 
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eV or 413 nm in length). The ultimate mechanism to sort out an efficient photocatalytic materials 

under UV-Vis light by exiting electron from valance band to conduction band after providing 

sufficient energy to excite and also extending delay time for electron in conduction band as cannot 

comeback to valance band  for quick recombination.  

   TiO2 + hν    
λ<392 nm

         electron (e
-
) in CB + hole (h

+
) in VB 

In aqueous media the possible reaction can observed after production of electron and hole, 

Reaction with water,                        

Reaction between electron and oxygen,           
  

Reaction between electron and moisture from air,              

                                                            80 cm
2
v

-1
s

-1
 

By following UV-Vis spectroscopy to analyze the different concentration level of ibuprofen-Na   

 

Figure 19: The possible degradation of Ibuprofen during photocatalytic reaction.[70] 
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And its photocatalytic degradation was measured and the preliminary solution of IBU-Na display in 

222nm absorption band and the benzene ring are related for the absorption peak point at 222 nm. 

After irradiation by UV lamp the magnitude get decrease remarkably of the band 222 nm for 

transformation into photocatalytic oxidation of the pharmaceuticals. The figure 19 shows different 

possible steps of IBU-Na breakdown after photocatalytic reaction. Final resulting assures followed 

according to above figure, the opening of oxidative ring. After the photocatalytic reaction there was 

a new band observed at 262 nm was displayed in figure 19. It seems a simultaneous reaction of 

breakdown of benzene ring into oxidative ring after several steps. The new shifted band at 262 nm 

was observed after immediate photocatalytic reaction after 5 min and it reaches into maximum after 

30 minutes photocatalytic reaction. After 30 min the intensity of the band peak decrease and it was 

almost completely vanished after 3 hours photocatalytic treatment with proper photocatalytic 

materials. Reaction condition can diverge for photocatalytic abatement such as change of pH value, 

change of concentration for pharmaceutical drugs or photocatalyst, aqueous solution etc.   

UV spectra of ibuprofen degradation by Anatase at pH 4.5 with variation of different contact 

time. 

According to the figure 20 represents the ibuprofen degradation in the presence of TiO2 that was 

plotted in figure 20.  The figure represented the reaction statement between pharmaceutical drugs 

and photocatalyst. The effect of TiO2 photocatalyst with pharmaceutical drug‟s concentration was 

degraded under UV light was evaluated by UV-visible spectroscopy. The initial pH of Ibuprofen 

has decreased by addition of acidic solution and pH value was counted as 4.5 by electronic pH 

meter. The concentration of acidic Ibu was counted as 129 ppm. After initialization of Ibu 

preparation, the solution was ready to mix with photocatalyst (TiO2) with a portion of 0.1 gm. Then 

the experiment went for examination under UV light source for more than 2 hours. Several samples 

were taken with different time difference. Samples were collected in an order of close time 

difference like 5min, 10 min, 16 min, 30 min, 64 min and 127 min. After having all taken samples 

were ready for UV-Visible spectroscopy test. UV- visible spectroscopy machine presenting the 

absorption peak generate by UV radiation through the samples. The absorption counts are given as 

abs in terms of wavelength (nm). The result shows that, at 222nm wave the major peak appears for 

Ibu and it got diminish rapidly after photocatalytic oxidation reaction and peak was shifted at 262 

nm as minor peak. According to graph analysis the absorption band at minor peak point 262 nm got 

increased for first 10 to 20 minutes but the absorption peaks got decreased rapidly after that certain 

period. According to the figure 20, the initial absorption peak was 4.534. Then under photocatalytic 

process the peaks value goes underneath of initial point, which recommend the functioning results 
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for photocatalytic process. After the photocatalytic reaction, the chemical bonds of Ibu broke down 

into another form which basically displayed into 262 nm wavelength peak. But the peaks at 262nm 

are almost disappearing after 120min. almost 98% degradation of Ibu are observed after 120 

minutes photocatalytic reaction.       

      

 

 

Figure 20: Schematic diagram of Ibuprofen degradation by photocatalytic reaction under UV 

treatment. The optimum pH value of Ibu is 4.5 and Time Vs Degradation percentage as graph 

also demonstrated here.  

UV spectra of ibuprofen degradation by Anatase at pH 6 with variation of different contact time 

Ibuprofen has partially acidic behavior where pH value of Na-Ibuprofen salt solution was calculated 

approximately 6. At neutral pH, ibuprofen has highest rate of degradation. Here the concentration of 

Ibu 129mg/l of 100ml was tested with 30 mg TiO2 for photo catalysis and samples have been tasted 

accordingly initially, 5 min, 10min, 15 min, 25min, 40min, 70min, 110min and 150min through 

UV-vis spectroscopy. And the absorption point (Abs) was count according to the figure 21 was 

demonstrated below. 

a b 
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Figure 21: Schematic diagram of Ibuprofen degradation by photocatalytic reaction under UV 

treatment. The optimum pH value of Ibu is 6 and Time Vs Degradation percentage as graph 

also demonstrated below. 

UV spectra of ibuprofen degradation by Anatase at pH 10.10 with variation of different contact time.   

 

  After the photocatalytic test with neutral Ibu solution of pH was approximately 6 and acidic form 

of Ibu solution of pH 4.5, the third test was performed with basic solution of Ibu, where pH was 

counted approximately 10.10. The same amount of Ibu solution was taken with high concentrated 

value of 129mg/L mixed with TiO2 of 0.1 gm. The mixture of the solution went under UV treatment 

and also reacts with photocatalytic materials but it seems slower reaction compare with the previous 

solution of Ibu at pH 6 and pH 4.5.  

 

 

a 

a 

b 

b 
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Figure 22: Schematic diagram of figure (a) represents Ibuprofen degradation by 

photocatalytic reaction under UV treatment. The optimum pH value of Ibu is 10.10 (approx.) 

and (b) represents Time Vs Degradation ratio graph also demonstrated below. 

 

According to figure 23 demonstrated the absorption spectra of ibuprofen degradation by Rutile at 

pH 6 with variation of different contact time. According to the previous description, the efficient 

degradation of PhACs was revealed with TiO2 for mild acidic or neutral formation. Fortunately, the 

industrial waste water also has mild acidic formation. Therefore, all photocatalytic tests for Ibu 

degradation was disclosed for pH~ 6 Ibu solutions because of catalytic surface charge efficiency. 

The catalyst‟s surface charge can be shift with its chemical nature and by PZC (point of zero 

charge). In a composites, different surface group are available with their charge variation. Rutile is a 

mineral composed and also a common natural form of titanium dioxide. 80 ml of Ibu was 

experimented under UV irradiation with 30 mg of rutile nanopowder. The concentration of Ibu was 

calculated as 10 mg/L. 93% degradation of Ibu was noticed after 120 min photocatalytic reaction.   

  

Figure 23: Schematic diagram of Ibuprofen degradation by photocatalytic reaction under UV 

treatment. Figure 22(a) represents the Ibu degradation by using TiO2 (Rutile) and Time Vs 

Degradation ratio graph also demonstrated According to figure 22(b). 

According to figure 24 demonstrated the absorption spectra of ibuprofen degradation by the mixture 

of anatase and rutile at pH 6 with variation of different contact time. The random mixture of anatase 

and rutile was purchased from sigma Aldrich to verify the efficiency of Ibu degradation. 80 ml of 

Ibu was experimented under UV irradiation with 30 mg of rutile and mixture of nanopowder. The 

concentration of Ibu was calculated as 10 mg/L. Almost 70% degradation of Ibu was noticed after 

120 min photocatalytic reaction. Figure 24(b) demonstrated the degradation efficiency (%) in order 

to time difference.    

a b 
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Figure 24: Schematic diagram of Ibuprofen degradation by photocatalytic reaction under UV 

treatment. Figure 24(a) represents the Ibu degradation by using TiO2 (mixture of Rutile and 

Anatase) and Time Vs Degradation ratio graph also demonstrated According to figure 24(b). 

After analyzing Ibu photo degradation with different form of TiO2 nanopowder, it could be easily 

justified the best efficiency of photocatalytic materials. The same amount of different nanopowder 

of TiO2 has been taken to examine and best degradation efficiency rate was achieved for anatase.  

According to the figure 25 demonstrates the three different photocatalyst materials efficiency rate 

with constant pH values and constant material weight. 

 

 

Figure 25: Difference between Rutile, Anatase and mixture of Anatase and rutile degradation 

efficiency in terms of time. Here same amount of photocatalytic materials are using to find out 

the degradation efficiency by using same concentration of ibuprofen.  

a b 
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Ibuprofen-CNT/TiO2 system 
Morphological change of efficiency for degradation after addition of MWCNT: 

The mechanism for CNT addition with TiO2 is being discussed before to explain the enhancement 

of photo degradation. Here the role of CNT as electron sinks. It helps the roam electrons hindering 

reaction.  Another mechanism of CNTs acts as sensitizer where it can transfer electron to the 

photocatalyst. This mechanism helps for superoxide formation which can degrade pharmaceutical 

drugs. Figure 26 represents the TEM image of MWCNT which are using for experiment. The 

proper SEM images are absent for lack of SEM facilities during the lab experiment. TEM overview of 

MWCNT: 

 

 

Figure 26: Morphological TEM overview of MWCNT for size analysis. 

Here the figure 27 represents the enhancement of degradation by addition of MWCNT. The 

experiment consist with the same amount of TiO2 (three different form such as anatase, rutile and 

mixture) and after addition of MWCNT with TiO2 for Ibu degradation. According to the figure 27, 

anatase has best degradation efficiency for Ibu degradation for both with and without using 

MWCNT through the addition with TiO2. 
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Figure 27: Ibuprofen degradation in term of CNT addition with TiO2 by using Anatase, rutile 

and mixture of Anatase and rutile. The amount of photocatalytic components, CNT and 

concentration of Ibu was kept constant.  

Ibuprofen-ZnO nanoparticles system 
According to the figure 27 (a) and (b) illustrates the TEM image and their average particle size and 

distribution of ZnO nanoparticles. The TEM image describes the smooth grain size of ZnO 

nanoparticles and probably few agglomerations are available. Maximum particle size distribution 

was between 10 to 30 nm. ZnO also shows the same degradation efficiency like TiO2 (anatase) as 

both of them have adjacent bandgap. 
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(a) 
 

(b) 

 

Figure 28(a) TEM image of ZnO nanoparticles used in this study (average particle diameter = 

24.2±6.3 nm), and (b) particles size distribution. 

Here the figure 29 represents the degradation efficiency by using ZnO nanopowders with Ibu 

solution. The pH of Ibu was remaining neutral under UV irradiation. 50ppm of Ibu was employed 

with 30 mg of ZnO nanopowders. Approximately 83% of degradation efficiencies are showed after 

150 min photo reaction. 

 

 

Figure 29: Schematic diagram of photocatalytic degradation of Ibu at pH-6 by using ZnO. 

The pH variation also played an important role to observe the photocatalytic degradation ability for 

ZnO nanopowders. According to the figure 30, it represented the degradation efficiency changes by 
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the influence of pH changes. According to the Figure 30, it shows the best efficiency for Ibu 

degradation rate at pH~6. 

 

Figure 30 : Degradation percentage in terms of time with different pH by using ZnO. Inset the 

schematic diagram of degradation ratio expression in terms of time.  

Here the figure 31 represents the enhancement of degradation by addition of MWCNT. The 

experiment consists with the same amount of ZnO and after addition of MWCNT with ZnO for both 

Ibu and CZT degradation. According to the figure 31, ZnO/MWCNT has best degradation 

efficiency for Ibu and CZT degradation. According to the diagram, ZnO and ZnO7MWCNT 

showed the best degradation efficiency for CZT more than Ibu.  

 

Figure 31: CZT and Ibu degradation in term of CNT addition ZnO. The amount of 

photocatalytic components, CNT and concentration of Ibu and ZnO was kept constant. 
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Ibuprofen-clay nanoparticles system 
Clay (montmorillonite) materials are represents by (Ca,Na,H)(Al,Mg,Fe,Zn)2 (Si,Al)4O10(OH)2-

XH2O. Some report represented the photo degrading ability of montmorillonite under UV 

irradiation. But no significant degradation observed for Ibu abatement. But it showed dramatic 

result for CZT degradation which can be happened for chemical abruption instead of chemical 

degradation. 

Photo-degradation of Cetirizine  

Cetirizine -TiO2 nanoparticles system 
UV spectra of cetirizine degradation by Anatase at pH 4.5 with variation of different contact 

time. 

According to the figure 32 (a) represented the CZT degradation in the presence of TiO2 that was 

plotted below. The figure represented the reaction statement between pharmaceutical drugs and 

photocatalyst. The effect of TiO2 photocatalyst with pharmaceutical drug‟s concentration was 

degraded under UV light was evaluated by UV-visible spectroscopy. The initial pH of CZT was 

counted as 4.5 by electronic pH meter. The concentration of acidic Ibu was counted as 10 ppm. 

After initialization of Ibu preparation, the solution was ready to mix with photocatalyst (TiO2) with 

a portion of 0.03 gm. Then the experiment went for examination under UV light source for more 

than 2 hours. Several samples were taken with different time difference. Samples were collected in 

an order of close time difference like 5min, 10 min, 15 min, 30 min, 60 min and 120 min 

photocatalytic reaction. After having all taken samples were ready for UV-Visible spectroscopy 

test. UV- visible spectroscopy machine presenting the absorption peak generate by UV radiation 

through the samples. The absorption counts are given as abs in terms of wavelength (nm). The 

result shows that, at 230nm wave the major peak appears for Ibu and it got diminish rapidly after 

photocatalytic oxidation reaction and peak was shifted at 265 nm as minor peak. According to graph 

analysis the absorption band at minor peak point 265 nm got increased for first 10 to 20 minutes but 

the absorption peaks got decreased rapidly after that certain period. According to the figure 32 (a), 

the initial absorption peak was 0.3731 abs. Then under photocatalytic process the peaks value goes 

underneath of initial point, which recommend the functioning results for photocatalytic process. 

After the photocatalytic reaction, the chemical bonds of CZT broke down into another form which 

basically displayed into 265 nm wavelength peak. But the peaks at 265nm are almost disappearing 

after 120min reaction under UV irradiation. Almost 93% degradation of Ibu was observed after 120 

minutes photocatalytic reaction. And figure 32 (b) represented the influence of CNT addition with 

anatase. 32(c) and 32(d) represented the degradation efficiency rate for both TiO2 and 

TiO2/MWCNT     
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Figure 32: Schematic diagram of (a) photocatalytic degradation of CZT at pH-4.5 by using 

Anatase (b) enhancement of CZT degradation rate by addition of CNT with Anatase at pH-

4.5 (c) degradation efficiency curve in terms of time according to figure a. (d) degradation 

efficiency curve after CNT addition in terms of time according to figure b.   

 

UV spectra of cetirizine degradation by Anatase at pH 6.5 with variation of different contact 

time. 

CZT have strong acidic value with pH ~4.5. Therefore, small portion of light basic solution was 

added to make the cetirizine solution near to the pH 7. The reactant concentration of CZT was 

10mg/l of 100ml was tested with 30 mg TiO2 for photo catalysis and samples have been tasted 

accordingly initially, 5 min, 10min, 15 min, 30min, 60min, and 120min through UV-vis 

a b 

c d 
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spectroscopy. And the absorption point (Abs) was count according to the figure 33(a) was 

demonstrated below. And figure 33 (b) represented the influence of CNT addition with anatase. 

33(c) and 33(d) represented the degradation efficiency rate for both TiO2 and TiO2/MWCNT.     

 

  

 

 

  

Figure 33: Schematic diagram of (a) photocatalytic degradation of CZT at pH-6.5 by using 

Anatase (b) enhancement of CZT degradation rate by addition of CNT with Anatase at pH-

6.5 (c) degradation efficiency curve in terms of time according to figure a. (d) degradation 

efficiency curve after CNT addition in terms of time according to figure b.   

Influence of CNT for CZT 
Here the figure 34 represents the enhancement of degradation by addition of MWCNT. The 

experiment consist with the same amount of TiO2 (three different form such as anatase, rutile and 

mixture) and after addition of MWCNT with TiO2 for CZT degradation. According to the figure 34, 

a b 

c d 
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anatase has best degradation efficiency for CZT degradation for both with and without using 

MWCNT through the addition with TiO2. 

 

Figure 34 : Effect of CNT addition with different form of TiO2 with constant time and amount 

of nanopowder with CZT solution. 

Influence of concentration for Ibu and CZT degradation:  The photocatalytic degradation also has 

influences with concentration variation. Different sort of photocatalytic NPs and materials were 

employed for degradation rate verification. According to Figure35 (a), different concentrations of 

Ibu (accordingly 10 ppm, 25 ppm and 50ppm) were occupied with same amount of different 

photocatalyst NPs and materials. And Figure 35(b) represented the different concentrations of CZT 

(accordingly 10 ppm, 25 ppm and 50ppm) were employed with same amount of different 

photocatalyst NPs and materials. 25 ml of Ibu with different concentrated pharmaceutical drugs 

went for UV irradiation treatment with 10 mg of different types of photocatalyst materials. Anatase 

NPs, rutile NPs, ZnO NPs and montmorillonite (Clay) materials are using for photo degradation 

test. By analyzing both of the schematic diagrams, 25ppm of all photocatalyst materials shows the 

best efficiency for pharmaceutical drug degradation. The explanation behind the reasons are could 

be, the superoxide and super hydroxide employed to degrade the water molecule in low 

concentration for sufficient availability. On the other hand, montmorillonite clay materials have 

very less efficiency to degrade Ibu but it shows the dramatic result for CZT degradation. The 
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explanations behind the reasons are, CZT shows strong acidic values in an aquatic solution. May be 

it could be absorbed by clay materials and turn into another formation. The schematic diagram for 

both Ibu and CZT are sketched below,   

 

 

 

Figure 35: Schematic chart diagram of (a) Ibuprofen degradation rate by using different 

photocatalytic materials with different concentration of ibuprofen solution (b) Cetirizine 

degradation rate by using different photocatalytic materials with different concentration of CZT 

solution. 

b 

a 
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Nanocomposites 

Characterization 
 

The SEM micrographs adorned in the figure a, b, c, and d according to figure 35 where (a) 

represents the PAN nanofibers structure with morphological characteristics of fibers smoothness 

and uniformity structure. (b) Represents the morphologies of Ti[(O Bu)4] / PAN as-fabricated 

nanofibers structure (c) represents the morphological structure of TiO2 /PAN according to SEM 

representation after hydrothermal process and (d) represent the TEM structure of TiO2 /PAN after 

hydrothermal process. It is clearly observed after analyzing the SEM representation of figure b and 

c that, the structural change of fiber diameters before and after hydrothermal process. The 

calculated diameter range of electrospun nanofibers Ti[(O Bu)4] / PAN is approx. (100-300 nm) and 

length could run up to few micrometers before nonwoven hydrothermal process. The calculated 

diameters of hybrid nanofibers after hydrothermal process also remain unchanged but only the 

surface structure according to SEM images are quite rough compare to  Ti[(O Bu)4] / PAN 

nanofibers. It could possible because of the chemical change of tetrabutyl titanate into TiO2 after 

hydrothermal process. Figure c also allocated the highly dispersed TiO2 nanoparticles established 

with PAN nanofibers. The diameter range of TiO2 nanoparticles are examined between from 6 to 30 

nm.  Figure d is the TEM representation of TiO2 /PAN after hydrothermal process conversion from 

Ti[(O Bu)4] / PAN to TiO2 /PAN Hybrid nanofiber. The small black spots over the fiber indicates 

the particle immobilization consist over the fiber. 

 

 

      

a b 
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Figure 36: SEM micrographs of selected nanofibers (a) PAN nanofibers (b)Tetrabutyl 

Titanate/PAN Hybrid nanofibers (c) TiO2 /PAN Hybrid nanofibers (d) TEM image of TiO2 

/PAN Hybrid nanofiber. 

 

XRD and EDS patterns 
 

For having accessible perception about the crystal structure of the nanocomposites samples,   XRD 

measurements assist to find out by examination. According to the figure 37, curve (b) describes a 

wider amorphous peak presence in the range between 20
o
 to 30

o
 for Ti(OBU)4 / Polyacrylonitrile 

fiber composites before hydrothermal process. The wider peak was responsible for PAN nanofiber‟s 

polymeric phase. There is another peak appear at 25.1
o
 , which indicates the presence of Ti with the 

PAN nanofiber. But according to the curve (a) of figure 37 exhibits several diffraction peak 

allocated at correspondingly 25.1
o
, 38

o
, 48

o
, 53.7

o
, 54.5

o
 and 62.8

o
. All of the peaks in the curve (a) 

appear after hydrothermal treatment process with nanocomposites fiber. And in consonance of 

(JCPDS file number 21-1272), represents the crystal planes of the curve respectively (1 0 1), (0 0 

4), (2 0 0), (1 0 5), (2 1 1) and (2 0 4) for the corresponding peaks of 2θ. All the crystal planes are in 

agreement with the crystal plane of TiO2 (anatase). So, it confirms that, the appearance of TiO2 

successfully fabricated after hydrothermal process on the PAN nanofibers. By using Debye-

Scherrer formula, it can able to find out grain size from certain plane.  

c D 
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Figure 37: XRD images for PAN nanocomposites where (a) represents TiO2-PAN after 

hydrothermal process (b) represents curve before hydrothermal process of Ti (O-Bu)4-PAN 

nanofibers. 

 

Figure 38 (a) represents the SEM image of TiO2/ PAN hybrid nanofiber after hydrothermal process. 

And the figure 38 (b) presented the EDX measurement for the hybrid nanofiber composite of as-

fabricated TiO2 – PAN. The EDX spectrum signifies the composition of hybrid nanofiber sample 

which are composed with carbon, titanium, oxygen, nitrogen, sodium and sulfur. Here sulfur and 

sodium are adjoined here as chemical waste. The proportion of titanium and oxygen indicates the 

right quantity of TiO2.  
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Figure 38: (a). SEM image of [TiO2/PAN] hybrid nanofiber (b) EDX spectra of TiO2 

immobilized over PAN nanofiber. 

FTIR and TGA characterization 
 

According to figure 39 represents IR spectra of different form of Polyacrylonitrile fibers 

correspondingly of PAN, [Ti (O Bu) 4]/PAN, TiO2/PAN and TiO2/PAN/CNT. The morphological 

overview of FTIR spectra for PAN nanofibers are assisted in different peak point for different bond 

such as: (3620-3650) cm
-1

 is for (OH), 2244 cm
-1 

is for (-CN), 1740 cm
-1

 is for (C=O), 1455 cm
-1

 is 

for (-CH3 and =CH2), 1240 cm
-1

 is for (C-N).  

The different formats of PAN nanofibers remain almost unchanged after grafting. The FTIR 

spectrometry is not revealing at all the presence of TiO2 over the PAN surface area on the grafting 

mechanism. Here only PAN spectra dominating for all four analysis where the presence of Ti is 

very negligible.  

Spectrm1 

Spectrum 1 

b 

a 
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Figure 39: FTIR presentation of different form of nanofibers. The schematic diagram 

represents correspondingly PAN, [Ti(O Bu)4]/PAN, TiO2/PAN and TiO2/PAN/CNT 

nanofibers. 

The Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) of PAN nanofiber and PAN/TiO2 were accomplished under 

air atmosphere with 10
o
C / min of heating rate approval. The TGA analysis if PAN nanofiber are 

plotted into figure 40 (a). The lay out of the graph can be divided approximately into three parts 

according to its weight loss (%) phenomena on behalf of temperature development. The less amount 

of weight loss (%) was suspected at the beginning of temperature up to 250
o
C. The second step 

could be defined up to 380
o
C and its weight loss percentage. The rapid weight loss was allocated 

during this period due to dehydrogenation. It is apparent that, the inclination of Sharpe weight loss 

was exposed according to figure 40 (b) compare to 40 (a). The dehydrogenation of TiO2 could be 

promoting weight loss in the same extent for PAN/TiO2 combustion. AND in the last step, the 

weight loss for both PAN and PAN/TiO2 nanofibers was quite steady. The amount of weight loss 

percentage with respect temperature accumulation, PAN nanofibers becomes larger than PAN/TiO2 

nanofibers at the end. The polymer chain bearing volatile substances are responsible for weight loss. 

The first and third exothermic peak for PAN/TiO2 was quite strange and the distortion of graph 

indicates weight gaining which is not relevant here. The total weight loss percentage for PAN 

nanofiber is maximum and it is almost 100% weight loss suspected after combustion of organic 

part. On the other hand, the corresponding mass change of PAN/TiO2 was up to   52 % of weight 

loss. And the rest parts are the residual amount nearly 48% corresponds to TiO2.   
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Figure 40 : TGA curves for (a) Pure PAN nanofiber and (b) TiO2 / PAN Nanofiber.   

Nanocomposite as photocatalysis 
 

After the production of fiber mat, it was ready for treatment. A structure was built for controlling 

Ibuprofen flow with a rotation pump which was described in experimental with diagram. The rate of 

rotation motor kept fixed with 900 rpm where the rate of flow of the pharmaceutical solution was 

calculated approximately 1mL per minute inside a visible glass tube. High concentrated ibuprofen 

(50 ppm) poured with fiber for this experiment but presence of ibuprofen at WWTP in very low 

concentration. Ibuprofen was passing through by an electronic pump motor where it controls the 

flow rate of IBU inside of the glass tube. The fiber was kept inside of the glass tube and a UV lamp 

was kept over the visible glass where UV light can directly keep contact with fiber for photo 

degradation. There was some rubber made hollow wire used which can use as connector for 

Ibuprofen solution flow. Firstly, we start with feel up the glass tube with ibuprofen solution where 

the flow cycle was beaker to pump motor, pump motor to glass tube and glass tube to sample 

collector to test by UV-Vis spectrometer before radiation of UV light. After the first cycle of 

solution flow, UV lamp was attached with further treatment. The pH of Ibuprofen was kept as 

neutral as it showed the best efficiency for degradation. After the UV radiation 3 samples was 

collected with time variation such as 10 min, 60 min and 120 min after competition of whole flow 

cycle. The degradation of resulted Ibuprofen degradation is describing below according to the figure 

41.  

a b 
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Figure 41: Schematic diagram of (a) photocatalytic degradation of Ibu (50 ppm) at pH-6 by 

using hybrid nanofiber (b) degradation efficiency (%) of Ibu curve in terms of time according 

to CZT degradation (c) degradation ratio (c/co) presented in terms of time graph. 
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Conclusion 

    In this study work highlights about three approaches that were examined for 

selective removal of Pharmaceutical drugs (Ibuprofen and Cetirizine) for aqueous 

solution. In the first approach, amino functionalization coated over the MP-SiO2 was 

cross-linked with N-PAN by cross linker. Here we tested with ibuprofen adsorption by 

developing amino group and Carboxylic group (-COOH) to create interaction between 

IBU and functionalized nanocomposites . We tried to develop the interaction between 

IBU and nanofibers by changing some factors such as amount and pH value. There are 

some little amount of interaction happened But the interaction was not satisfactory at 

normal pH of Ibuprofen. But the fiber modification and creativity between 

Functionalized nanofibers and functionalized nanofibers were successfully cross -

linked together by using cross-linker. The prepared Nanocomposites can help in 

various ways like rare earth elements removal and some other co rrosive chemicals 

removal from aqueous solution which can create guidelines for the further treatment.  

      In the second approach, Photocatalytic elements such as TiO 2, ZnO or/and Clay 

have quality to degrade the organic chemicals into higher concentration to lower 

concentration approach. These photocatalytic materials  are used for deterioration of 

Organic Pharmaceuticals (IBU and CZT) species from also aqueous medium solutions 

by photocatalytic process.  The abatement of IBU and CZT by using photocatalyst 

nanomaterials are highly dependent on the variation of pH changes and  obtaining 

maximum degradation of Ibuprofen and CZT at pH ≈ [6-6.5] mainly due to generate 

electron and holes without giving chance for recombination and attachment with 

organic chemicals can able to show the maximum degradation capability.  After 

achieving a good result for degradation of pharmaceutical drugs by using 

photocatalytic nanomaterials, a concern arise to get rid of photocatalyst materials from 

the solution. As TiO2 (Anatase) shows very efficient properties for degradation for 

organic pharmaceutical drugs, and main intension was to develop the nanofiber with a 

mixture of PAN and Titanium or its compound which has great degradation efficiency 

was proved. As nanofibers has the quality of having larger surface area, flexibility and 

also can combine the other chemicals or can be modifying with attaching functional 

groups with A-PAN. The main important criteria for using hybrid nanofibers with 

combination of photocatalytic materials are, it is environmental friendly, easy to 
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remove without spreading residues over the aqueous atmosphere and also very 

economical. Here we use Tetrabutyl titanate  [linear formula Ti(OCH2CH2CH2CH3)4] 

with a mixture with PAN and DMF for preparing precursor solution by Sol -Gel 

Process. After electrospinning process it was prepared as precursor hybrid nanofibers 

and then it was ready for hydrothermal process. After hydrothermal process the fiber 

was formed into TiO2 immobilized nanofibers. This TiO2 immobilized nanofibers 

works as photocatalytic nanocomposites where it can successfully remove or degrade 

the parent concentration of organic pharmaceutical drugs. The fibers are tested with 

only Ibuprofen but after proper modification it can be applicable for all kinds of Toxic 

organic chemicals and pharmaceutical drugs with very low cost of money.  

    The third approach was broadening the efficiency of photocatalytic materials by 

addition of MWCNT where CNT are distinguishable aspirant to allow deeper insight 

as semiconductor or metallic carbon behavior can create an excellent junction for 

electronic movement with semiconductor titania. Here the photocatalytic behavior 

enhancement by addition of MWCNT with TiO2 (Anatase, Rutile and mixture of both), 

ZnO and Clay was examined. Therefore, a nanofiber with a mixture of TiO2 and CNT 

was constructed to find out the photocatalytic performance enhancement. But result 

will publish on further experiment report in future. 
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Future Work 
 

    My thesis work can create a good guideline for further experiment procedure. In future, I will try 

for improving the quality of nanofibers and nanocomposites by addition of functionalized MWCNT 

where it can able to operate for multipurpose such as not only photocatalytic behavior but also it 

can adsorb REE (Rare earth Elements) or some important toxic elements like Arsenic from WWTP.  

Here my thesis work are fully depends on UV light generation for pharmaceutical drugs degradation 

but it is little bit expansive too to produce the UV source for commercial process. So, I will try to 

develop my nanocomposites accessible and efficiently working with visible light source like sun 

light source. For photocatalytic behavioral efficiency enhancement, I will try to develop the 

photocatalytic elements by coating with metal or other semimetal where electron can able to 

generate to create super oxide or hole will create to create super hydroxide form but after 

engineering the photocatalyst nanomaterials should not provide the electron and hole to form 

recombination each other. 

After a successful orientation and development of novel photocatalyst nanocomposites and 

adsorbents altogether that can be used and applicable for large scale production and also substantial 

applications are needed where we can explore different types of nanofibers permeated with 

modified functionalized nanomaterials. 
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